Interactive & Projection Whiteboard

The best projection and dry erase surface available.

- For the best projection surface for your interactive projector, and most durable whiteboard, choose the Interactive Projector Board as your ultimate multifunction board.
- Widescreen dimensions support the most popular sizes of projected images at 86", 107" and 113" diagonals, plus many custom sizes available.
- The special construction of the board provides the flatness required for the best performance of your interactive projector with a flatness guarantee <2mm across the board surface. This flatness assurance also allows the board to be used on mobile carts as well as wall mounting, and still achieves the projector manufacturer's flatness requirements.
- The available gray or white porcelain surfaces can be cleaned of even stubborn permanent markers, and at the same time, engineered to minimize visual strain from anywhere in the room, making it ideal for spaces that are exposed to ambient light.
- The low profile aluminum Brio trim is a clean lined addition for your interactive spaces.
- TAA compliant. Fifty year guarantee.
Interactive & Projection Whiteboard

Part No. | UPC | Product Dimensions | Shipping Dimensions | Ship Wt. |
--- | --- | --- | --- | --- |
2G2KG-25 | 703673841351 | 4'H x 6'W | 56'H x 80"W x 4"D | 94 lbs |
2G2KH-25 | 703673841368 | 4'H x 8'W | 56'H x 104"W x 4"D | 120 lbs |
2G2KJ-25 | 703673841375 | 5'H x 8'W | 66'H x 104"W x 4"D | 147 lbs |

Product Specifications:

Frame: Anodized aluminum, .77" low profile Brio trim. Made with straight lengths of anodized aluminum joined with hairline miters. Corners are reinforced with extruded plastic caps.

Surface: Multipurpose magnetic porcelain steel surface with superior writability and erasability. Superior contrast with dry erase markers. Reduced surface light distortion minimizes glare for optimum eye comfort.

Gray projection boards are designed primarily for use as a projection surface. For a board to be used primarily as a writing surface, please see board with white porcelain steel finish.

Porcelain Steel Construction: A precisely balanced enamel ground coat is furnace-fused to both sides of 28 gauge steel. The first furnace fuses a ground coat of enamel that is heat-softened at approximately 1450ºF (788ºC). The second furnace firing fuses a coat of enamel to the ground coat enamel. Color Fusion ceramic top coat is applied providing the desired surface color, either off white or projection gray.

Substrate Construction: A fade resistant waterproof resin glue bonds the porcelain to a moisture resistant core and galvanized steel backer.

Warranty: 50 Year Warranty

Interactive Projector Board includes two Rite-On® dry erase markers and a magnetic eraser cloth, as well as assembly instructions. Optional Magnetic Q-Tray is available.
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